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In the last decades of Spanish rule, Cusco advanced an anti-peninsular criollismo with
neo-Inca pretensions.1 While the Túpac Amaru rebellion (1780-82) was understood as
an indigenous uprising, many of its leaders were rural creoles and mestizos; peninsula-
res (or those considered peninsular) were among the main targets.2 Just before Túpac
Amaru, some of the city’s creole vecinos had joined Inca nobles in an unsuccessful cons-
piracy, and two decades later urban creoles failed again in attempts to launch a rebellion,
this time with a creole hacendado of Inca ancestry as its figurehead.3 Indian nobles and
creoles led the 1814-15 uprising –Lower Peru’s most important foray into the wars of in-
dependence until San Martín’s 1821 taking of Lima.4 After Túpac Amaru, the crown had
greatly strengthened, and militarized, its presence in the city, creating a royal audiencia
and establishing a permanent garrison. In 1785 Cusco’s intendent articulated peninsular
distrust when he wrote to the viceroy that: «(…) no me gusta su modo de pensar [de los
cusqueños], y estoy informado de algunas conversaciones que indican poco afecto a la
Nación, por que al fin es su corazón Americano, y este nunca ha de ser Nuestro».5 The
political ideals of Cusco’s vecinos differed considerably from those of Lima’s ilustrados,
whose vision would eventually take precedence.6 But the intendent was neither incorrect
nor atypical in discerning a «corazón Americano» that defined itself in contradistinction
to the peninsular Spanish.7
Exactly a century earlier, the viceroy Duque de Palata had also complained about
Cusco to the Council of Indies, and «… lo mucho que los virreyes padecen con los de-
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sórdenes que se hacen en aquella ciudad (dando ella mas que hacer por ser oficina de in-
sultos, y pendencias, que todo el Reyno junto)».8 Echoing his predecessor, the archbis-
hop-viceroy Melchor, Palata blamed the city’s bishop, corregidor, and leading vecinos
for incessant feuding that left the city almost ungovernable.9 However, the viceroys did
not question the city’s loyalty to the crown, or suggest an American identity hostile to ro-
yal rule. To the contrary: in a 1400-page report to his successor, Palata lamented Cusco’s
conflicts and similar problems in Quito and Santiago de Chile, but insisted that «… los
subditos son de buen natural y amantes de su rey, obedecen sin repugnancia, no hay re-
presentación de Reyno, ni de ciudades, que hagan cuerpo para pedir, ni defender privi-
legios, no hay confinantes que los inquieten, y a la voz de el Rey están todos rendidos por
su docilidad, sin que pueda temerse alteración, ni turbación grave en la república».10 Far
from the hostile Americans of a century later, Palata’s subjects were loyal, if at times chil-
dishly obstreperous, vassals of the crown.
Given nationalism’s central role in modern historical narratives, when, where, and
how criollismo –an identity based (broadly) on European ancestry and birth in the Ame-
ricas– became the basis for national communities in Spanish America has long interes-
ted scholars.11 Benedict Anderson and others have located that shift in the eighteenth
century, when an absolutist state alienated its provincial subjects, while enlightenment
ideals gave creoles political models to actualize (within colonial territorial borders).12
Anderson’s sketch highlights structural concerns, and locates them temporally. Whether
one gives primacy to efforts to exclude creoles from Audiencia positions; to the expan-
sion of royal government and peninsular officers; to the growth of creole population wit-
hout a concomitant expansion of resources commanded by them; or to the hemispheric
context of political revolution, from the 1750s on broad changes in Spanish America and
the Atlantic world reworked the political implications of creole identity.
Those factors did not pertain two generations earlier. As Palata noted, Peru had no
annoying cortes –the bane of Habsburg monarchs for nearly two centuries; and the
Habsburgs had fair success in isolating their American viceroyalties from other Europe-
an powers. With no meddlesome neighbors and no regional assemblies in which to for-
ge viceregal politics, Peruvians were, by the standards of seventeenth-century Europe,
docile «amantes del Rey». To be sure, like any early modern city Cusco saw occasional
convulsions, with popular riots in 1681 and in 1698.13 More threatening to the colonial
order was a decade of banditry, riot, and partisan warfare in the rich silver mines of Laia-
cota, midway between Cusco and La Paz.14 And in 1678 Lima’s merchants succeeded in
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convincing the king to remove the viceroy, an extraordinary assertion of American inte-
rest and power.15
In all of these cases creole-peninsular antagonism played an influential role. Lavallé
has shown that an American-Andean identity, rooted in genealogical pride and grievan-
ce at the crown’s understanding of service and reward, coevolved with royal rule in the
Andes.16 Divisions among Spaniards over Peru’s riches started with Pizarro, and in the
first decades of Habsburg rule military and tribal allegiances that spanned the Andes do-
minated Peruvian politics, as a schism over encomienda grants and other awards deve-
loped between the earlier conquistadores and later, bureaucratic arrivals.17
However, with Toledo’s government and the defeat of perpetual encomiendas, An-
dean Spaniards became more rooted in particular cities and rural properties replaced
encomiendas as the source of wealth.18 Money and connections to enable appeals to Li-
ma’s courts and participation in viceregal trade, were crucial to Cusco’s creoles and their
institutions, but the organization of royal government actively hindered horizontal
bonds between cities. The official networks that bound the viceroyalty –those of corre-
gidor and royal treasury, Audiencia, viceroy, and Council of Indies– were overwhel-
mingly defined as and occupied by peninsulares. «Creole» identity was correspondingly
tied to individual cities rather than to the viceroyalty as a whole.
In the seventeenth century, two exceptions challenged this localism. By far the lar-
gest bureaucracy in the Americas, the church in its many manifestations dominated co-
lonial Andean life and bound together the thousand plus parishes of the viceroyalty.
Dozens of monasteries and convents (of various orders whose provinces spanned the
Andes), and colleges and universities in the main cities both educated the children of
the Spanish republic, and constituted formal intellectual life throughout the vicero-
yalty. Creole men moved between bishoprics and Audiencias as they advanced in the
church’s hierarchies, creating a male world in which the branches of the viceregal
church, rather than a particular city, formed the primary community.19 The bureaucracy
of the church in turn supported creoles with its well-paid benefices, rigorously main-
tained as a penisular and creole monopoly. As a result, the church became the arena for
two ethnic battles: between peninsulares and creoles for offices and power; and betwe-
en these Spaniards and mestizos and Indian nobles over their exclusion.20 The latter
tended to take place through appeals to Rome and Madrid, whereas the competition
and conflict between peninsulares and creoles was a central feature of life within the
Andean church.
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In the Church and in the viceregal seat of Lima, intellectuals continued to demons-
trate an interest in the Andes as a whole, and to define the American in contradistinction
to the peninsular. Politically and intellectually, Lima was the heart of seventeenth-cen-
tury «creole» Peru. It housed Peru’s printing presses and was by far the principal port
between the Andes and the rest of the world.21 Most writings seen today as exhibiting a
creole understanding of the distinct position of Spanish Peruvians, and of America vis-
à-vis the Peninsula, were penned by Limeños, or peninsulares in the Church whose work
was closely tied to (and housed in) the religious libraries of the City of the Kings.22 Lima
was a colonial creation, founded by Pizarro as a maritime gateway and balance to the
highland domain of the Incas. Originally situated among the señorios of coastal Peru,
with their catastrophic collapse in the sixteenth century Lima became an immigrant city,
its population an ethnic mix of Spanish, African, and Indian migrants from the sierra, in
which the last formed a minority.23 The viceregal courts loomed large in the city’s social
and political life; slavery was central to the economy and social relations in both the city
and its plantation colonies along the coast; and as a whole the city depended on a vast
flow of tribute from the highlands.24 Prominent, educated Spaniards from the peninsula
and throughout the Americas arrived to staff the royal and church bureaucracies, and
peninsular merchants set up shop and intermarried with Lima’s established creoles.25 As
a result, Lima’s creoles faced constant reinforcement and competition from other Spa-
niards, while the city enjoyed the cosmopolitanism of the Spanish empire.
Not surprisingly, Lima’s American-born Spaniards continuously negotiated their re-
lation to the peninsula and peninsulares. Such binary divisions were central to vicero-
yalty’s social organization, most importantly in its two legal republics, of Indians (com-
prising the great majority of Peru’s population) and of Spaniards (including Africans,
mestizos, mulattoes, creoles and peninsulares). But, as Adorno has argued, the ethnic
complexity and the corporate organization of viceregal society prevented any one dia-
lectic from dominating.26 The church and royal government were atypical. Their offices
were limited to men of the Spanish republic, so peninsular-creole conflict was prominent
in religious communities and in Lima. In the highlands, with far fewer peninsulares and
an overwhelming indigenous majority, different divisions determined identity, and «crio-
llismo» had a different appearance. Spanish Peruvians there had a strong sense of iden-
tity that derived from being both Spanish and Andean, just as the dominant strata of the
Indian republic defined themselves simultaneously as Christian and Andean. In art, ar-
chitecture, and literature the results were flourishing mestizaje and criollismo, the latter
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different from that of Lima and church intellectuals because the social and political si-
tuations it addressed were so different.27
Martínez-San Miguel has stressed the coloniality of Andean creole discourse, such
that distance and exclusion from imperial centers of power played determinant roles.28
But the significance of that exclusion varied with distance, and with the importance of
imperial networks in local societies. For those in Peru’s «república de españoles,» loca-
ting oneself geographically and genealogically was central to defining a social and legal
self. At the same time, that definition was fashioned by the social, geographic, and de-
mographic realities of each city, and region, in the viceroyalty. Focusing on Cusco in the
late seventeenth century, this paper explores how criollismo manifested and was deplo-
yed in an important colonial city with little peninsular and royal presence. I start by de-
fining «creole» for the Peruvian highlands, and noting differences between this criollis-
mo and that of Lima. I then map late Hasburg, creole Cusco, emphasizing variety within
the bishopric to situate different «Spanish» identities, and the ethnic contexts that defi-
ned them. Finally I turn to how to how Spanish Cusqueños under Charles II described
themselves, and the ethnic geography of their society. The goal is to examine the ethnic
and regional identity of those whom we consider creole, both as it responded to the ac-
tualities of provincial life, and as it was performed for different audiences.
Criollismo and localism
By the end of the 16th century the word «criollo» had entered the Peruvian vocabulary to
refer to those born in the Americas and therefore distinctive.29 However, in its current
meaning the term was less frequently invoked in the Habsburg Andes; if anything, «crio-
llo» referred more to African-Peruvians than to the rest of the Spanish republic.30 Le-
gally, Americans of Spanish ancestry and peninsulares were equally members of the «re-
pública de españoles» and subject to the king’s laws; exemptions and privileges –for
nobility, service, or position in the royal bureaucracies– did not, in theory, depend on
Castilian or American birth. In the Americas as in Spain «natural de» or «vecino de» was
the usual phrase in legal and notarized documents to locate individuals by town of ori-
gin, or established residence. Thus, in savage disputes over elections in the order of San
Francisco, the crown distinguished between «españoles y naturales,» ordering «obedi-
cimiento y execución de la alternativa de los oficios entre los Padres Naturales de Espa-
ña y los que han nacido en estos Reynos del Peru»; although some referred to «la alter-
nativa entre los religiosos nacidos en España y los llamados criollos».31 Complicating
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matters, in the Americas «natural» was often synonymous with «indio» (as in Cusco’s
Hospital de Naturales and its eponymous parish), thereby distinguishing «naturales»
from the Spanish republic –although indio was widely used for individuals, hence Don
Pedro Tayño, an «yndio natural del pueblo de Marcaconga» to the corregidor’s scribe.32
The pervasive use of «natural» in Spanish America broadly to refer to the Indian po-
pulation and narrowly to designate a place of origin suggests the importance of geo-
graphic locating to colonial identity. Such identities could be multiple and nested. For a
Spaniard to be a «natural de Cusco» was also to be a creole, a natural of America. The-
se were complementary, not contradictory, but the relation between the local and vice-
regal varied over time: under Charles II and the early Bourbons, the local identity appe-
ars to have been the stronger.33 This had not always been the case. More mobile than
their descendants, sixteenth-century Spanish Andeans were bound more by ties of clan
and faction (deeply marked by peninsular urban allegiances) than to specific communi-
ties in Peru. In literature, the conquistadores produced accounts that were imperial in
scale, the various Andean cities the backdrop for heroic deeds.34 In their wake, fascina-
ted clerics and laymen read into the Andean past an imperial history of impressive, if fic-
titious, unity and length, and in the process created a strong Inca foundation for creole
Peru.35 However, as generations of Spaniards were born in the Andes and colonial cities
spun their own provincial worlds, local identity strengthened.
By the early eighteenth century the urban chronicle had become an important gen-
re of secular prose, with churchmen and vecinos finding value in their cities’ colonial
histories.36 Royal births, marriages, deaths, and successions are noted with decorum; and
the occasional extraordinary European event works its way in. But the authors focused
on the local past. The reigns of bishops and corregidores; riots, Cabildo elections, local
feuds and scandals; droughts, epidemics, earthquakes and miracles: these populated the
historical memories of late Habsburg creoles. In their communal performances and re-
ligious devotions, creoles also celebrated their city’s particularity. Lima’s creoles achie-
ved the canonization of one of their own, and used their viceregal might to establish San-
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ta Rosa as patroness of Peru and the Americas.37 In the highlands, Marian cults overlay
and subsumed Andean apus to resacralize the landscape as Christian.38 Colonial Cusco
sat self-consciously on the Inca city, and celebrated both Inca greatness and Spanish,
Christian victory in its civic festivals.39 Politics, too, remained overwhelmingly local. De-
cisions taken by the Lima or Potosí cabildo had little effect in Cusco, and royal govern-
ment formed a relation between the imperial (or viceregal) center and each city, rather
than binding these colonial outposts among themselves. Criollidad thus existed in local
manifestations, as the social constitution of each highland colony differed from the next.
Despite such localism, «criollo» does capture a constitutive division within the
Habsburg realms, a social truth widely understood at the time: the Spanish «naturales»
of the American cities were united by history, economics, and culture, and thereby mar-
ked apart from their peninsular cousins. Cusqueños referred to the latter as «guampos,»
and often viewed them with hostile suspicion.40 The viceroy, the council of the Indies,
and the monarchy tried to be attentive to the sensitivities of highland creoles and urban
populations, but Cusco’s corregidores and bishops were invariably peninsular. By the
late seventeenth century, so increasingly were the absentee recipients of the bishopric’s
encomiendas, and Spanish Cusqueños detected bias toward royal favorites and Spanish
grandees.41
But more important in the highlands was distinguishing creole from mestizo. The
categories were as much social as genealogical: creoles were the upper ranks of the Spa-
nish republic who identified primarily with their cities and American kin networks. Re-
cent ethnohistory has stressed the fluidity of indigenous identity in the Habsburg era,
and the boundary between mestizo and creole (and mulatto) was also an ill-defined te-
rritory rather than a clear line.42 For creole identity, historians and literary scholars have
stressed its fundamental liminality and ambiguity.43 Alberro has focused on the particu-
lar economic and institutional situation of the viceregal capitals of Lima and Mexico to
argue that only there could a strong sense of criollidad emerge; and, again, what we to-
day consider as a Peruvian creole identity was most pronounced in Lima.44 But throug-
hout the viceroyalty, those who distinguished themselves by their Spanish ancestry si-
multaneously celebrated that ancestry, and their particular locality.45 Marked by dress,
property, and profession as belonging to the «Spanish» spectrum of the local república
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de españoles, these colonial Spaniards predominated in the monetized and notarized seg-
ments of Andean life. Highland creoles aggressively claimed both their membership in
the new ethnic elite, and their rootedness in Andean society.
Ethnicity in highland Cusco
Cusco’s claim to creole preeminence was impeccable: as the Inca seat, the city had been
the focus of the early conquest, and in the 1690s descendants of conquistadores and em-
perors still dominated its Spanish and Indian republics. The former, in both the city and
its bishopric, was overwhelmingly creole and mestizo, as later peninsular emigrants floc-
ked more to Lima and Potosí; and beyond the corregidor, the bishop and other high of-
ficers, peninsulares were uncommon. The Incas’ defeat by Spanish adventurers, who
then claimed the city of the vanquished as monument to their victory, determined colo-
nial Cusco’s performance and understanding of itself: in its lore, its written histories, its
rituals, architecture, politics and economy.46 The square mile of the cathedral parish was
the Spanish republic’s stronghold in an Indian world, built atop the principal Inca pala-
ces and temples. In 1689, almost nineteen in twenty people in the bishopric were Indian.
Only in the cathedral parish was the Spanish republic a majority, three-quarters of the
2,000 residents. By the end of the Habsburg era the city’s creoles and mestizos had spi-
lled into four neighboring, urban «Indian» parishes, making up one-third to one-sixth
the population in each; the suburban, agricultural parishes along on the Huatanay river
remained almost entirely Indian, with Spanish populations between zero and five hou-
seholds. Overall, in the nine parishes of the city’s Cercado, no more than a quarter the
population was legally Spanish –in the largest city between Lima and Potosí.47
Smaller Spanish colonies, mainly mestizo and creole, abetted the city’s hegemony in
its bishopric.48 A century and a half after Pizarro, the Spanish republic remained a tiny
minority. A dozen corregidores with tiny staffs; perhaps 250 priests; and some 5,000 «es-
pañoles» lived across tens of thousands square kilometers of mountain terrain, among an
Indian population twenty-five times the size. Of the 125 parishes outside Cusco Cerca-
do, half had Spanish populations of less than twenty-five, and in scarcely one in ten were
there a hundred or more (populations varied, but the average parish had just under 1000
people). Nor was the Spanish republic evenly spread. Only in the Cercado and two
neighboring provinces did the non-Indian population constitute one-tenth of the total;
in nine of the bishopric’s fifteen provinces, it was less than four percent. Sixty percent li-
ved in the thirty parishes (of 135) along the royal road; a few parishes of sugar and coca
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plantations also had significant creole, mestizo, and African populations. The largest
Spanish town after Cusco was Urubamba, a day’s walk from the city; there the Spanish
republic made up about six hundred of the parish’s roughly 3,000 people. Most rural
Spaniards lived in the old Inca heartland around Cusco. To the south and west, in the
eight highland provinces between Cusco, Arequipa, and Titicaca, the Spanish republic
numbered scarcely 2,500 among 70,000 Indians, and was scattered in 88 parishes over
more than 25,000 square kilometers. To be sure, small presences could be significant. In
Guaquirca, head of the great Collana Aymara ayllu in Aymaraes, creoles and mestizos
made up ten percent of the population, and almost a third came from the intermarried
Contreras and Escalante families, who had married with the Ayquipa Guachaca, the ay-
llu’s entrenched ruling lines.49 Even the smallest community could have deep roots. In
1689 four dozen Spaniards lived among 1200 Indians in Accha, an important, early re-
ducción; among them, according to the priest, were a dozen «herederos de Juan de Can-
dia conquistador», who among them shared the Hacienda Caguatura, «divididas en pe-
dazos de tierras».50 Such memorials of Spanish and Inca past shaped the social
geography of the bishopric.
Equally important to Spanish rural dominion were properties: roughly six hundred
haciendas and plantations, between one and two hundred ranches, a handful of textile
factories, and a few dozen mines. Many were small, with resident owners; but the largest
belonged to the city’s creole elite and its religious communities.51 Haciendas were again
concentrated in the provinces around Cusco, where estates of the Inca royalty had
quickly passed to the Spaniards. Spanish holdings were rarer in the south and west, alt-
hough parish-to-parish variations were pronounced and such properties tended to clus-
ter. The province of Azángaro, north of Titicaca, had 42 Spanish-owned ranches, but
half of these were in one annex of one parish, a large Spanish outpost in the cold pastu-
rage of the puna. In other Azángaro parishes, the Spanish presence was little more than
the parish priest, and a few poor miners, traders, ranchers, or squatters. And so throug-
hout the bishopric: one third of the parish priests reported fewer than ten non-Indians.
The priest of Tomepampa (Chumbivilcas) listed three «Spaniards» in his parish: a mes-
tiza with a small hacienda, and two pardos who had taken up residence on community
land.
The ethnic identity of Tomepampa’s Spanish republic was situational, produced by
the parish’s distance from larger sites of colonial authority. More centrally located, the
city of Cusco was still peripheral to what Martínez-San Miguel terms «the epistemic and
political systems of Europe».52 In late Habsburg Cusco, that distance produced a defen-
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sive insecurity among the city’s tiny intelligentsia; and grievance among the city’s noble
elite, that they did not receive their rightful share of royal mercedes. But creoles there
had to position themselves not only in relation to Europe, but also in relation to Lima,
to the Indian population, and to the rest of the bishopric’s Spanish republic.
The written performance of Cusco criollismo
How did the literate, propertied stratum of Cusco’s Spanish republic –those who held a
monopoly on city government and dominated its economy– portray themselves in wri-
ting? Generally, they did not do so in learned expositions, the sort of theological, moral,
and historical writings penned by Lima’s creole churchmen and oidores. One intellec-
tual in late Habsburg Cusco did garner attention, and has continued to do so: Juan de
Espinosa Medrano («el Lunarejo»).53 A parish priest and member of the Cathedral chap-
ter, Espinosa achieved wide acclaim in his early thirties, with his 1662 Apologético en fa-
vor de don Luis de Góngora, a defense of the baroque complexity, and esthetic exube-
rance, of culturanismo. Espinosa had already established his reputation in Cusco with a
series of orations and sermons. He further produced sermons and panegyrics, plays and
autos, and a work on Thomist logic, published in Rome in 1688 (the year of his death)
–to great acclaim, according to Agustín Cortés de la Cruz, a canon of the Cusco cathe-
dral who arranged the posthumous publication of Espinosa’s works in Madrid in 1695,
under the title La novena maravilla. Espinosa’s corpus, his subject matter, and his direct
engagement with the position of American intellectuals make clear his own self-cons-
cious creole identity. At the outset of the Apologético he notes that he enters into this in-
tellectual debate decades late, since «vivimos muy lejos los criollos».54 A sense that Eu-
ropeans viewed Peruvians as behind the times and intellectually torpid permeates the
preface of Espinosa’s Lógica, where he criticizes Lipsius and his environmentalism, on
whose account «(…) los europeos sospechan seriamente que los estudios de los hombres
del Nuevo Mundo son bárbaros (…)». In response, Espinosa celebrates his work as part
of Peru’s own rich intellectual life, of which he is a humble member: «¿quién soy yo
como para atreverme a exhibir una muestra siguiera de tantos y tan grandes hombres
que sobresalen en el Perú en letras, en ingenio, en doctrina, en amistad de costumbres,
y en santidad?».55
Cusco was a provincial center of that scholarly world, with its colleges and universi-
ties; and in his education, Espinosa Medrano was not exceptional. Others in the second
estate also enjoyed reputations as scholars and men of letters.56 However, in his renown
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and legacy, Espinosa was unequalled. Certainly no other Cusqueño published with such
frequency or audience; bishop Manuel described him as «(…) muy virtuoso y el sugeto
mas aplaudido en letras de este obispado».57 Fifty years later in his chronicle of Cusco,
Diego de Esquivel dedicated a lengthy paragraph to Espinosa Medrano’s death; it was
one of the few exceptional events in 1688, and merited the most attention.58 Equivel pro-
vides a brief biography: Espinosa Medrano came from an overwhelmingly Indian parish
in Aymaraes, far off the Lima-Potosí road and fifty miles across the Andes from Cusco
city. Other documents report that he was patronized by the local priest and sent to San
Antonio Abad; Esquivel only notes his attendance at the college, and his doctorate from
the city’s Jesuit University. For twenty years he was curate of Spaniards in Cusco’s Cat-
hedral, before receiving the neighboring parish of San Cristobal –a great plum in the bis-
hopric’s hierarchy, smack in its urban center. In 1681, he won a canonship in Cusco’s
Cathedral, where he served as treasurer, and was named archdeacon just before his de-
ath. Fifty years after its publication, Esquivel knew the contents of the Novena Maravi-
lla; he also noted that Espinosa had endowed four capellanías and the mass of the An-
nunciation at the Cusco cathedral. Finally, Esquivel related an anecdote. One day when
Espinosa was preaching in the cathedral, members of the congregation refused to allow
in an Indian woman, whereupon the priest declared, «Señores, den lugar a esa pobre in-
dia que es mi madre».59
This story and Espinosa Melgrano’s birthplace have raised interest in his ancestry,
and whether by modern usage he would be creole or mestizo. Both are plausible, the lat-
ter perhaps a bit more so; other mestizo children were sired or adopted by rural priests.60
But that he did not address the particular concerns of other mestizo churchmen, who
wrote for social inclusion and Indian noble privilege, might suggest ties not so much
with the Indian nobility, as with the bishopric’s thinly scattered rural, Spanish republic
–people whose lives and fortunes were deeply intertwined with their Indian communi-
ties, but who as Spaniards were tied differently, and more directly, to the imperial net-
works of crown and church.61 Certainly Espinosa was accepted in the latter: he so im-
pressed Cusco’s episcopacy that he rose as close to its heights as any creole; and,
observed Esquivel, «[h]ízosele un entierro con magnífica pompa (…)». Espinosa also
proudly proclaimed himself part of Spain’s scholarly world, while asserting his worth as
a creole and affirming his Andean-ness.
That he did so through writing made Espinosa Melgrano exceptional in Cusco. Cus-
queños instead explored the contradiction of Christian and Spanish universality and An-
dean difference through building and the plastic arts –the churches, convents, plazas
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and houses of the city and their altars, statues, and canvases. Incas (and other Indians),
creoles and mestizos were the artisans and patrons, some leaving their names but most
forgotten within a generation or two.62 Some of the works consciously aspired to join a
European conversation– like Melgrano’s Apologética; others, like his El hijo pródigo, per-
formed to an Andean –and Cusqueño– audience.
To be sure, Cusco was very much a «lettered city,» in Rama’s characterization: the
pen was a central instrument of Cusco’s creole identity, economy, and dominion in its
bishopric.63 The colleges and universities, law courts and notaries: all were bulwarks of
colonial rule and privilege. Notarial records, court documents, and the correspondence
and financial records of royal government and the church: these make up the great part
of colonial Andean letters.64 In them, Cusqueños presented themselves before different
audiences, often with the notary’s crafting help; here too Cusqueños inscribed themsel-
ves into a written record that passed across generations in familial, institutional, and no-
tarial archives. I focus now on how these petitioners fixed themselves temporally and gene-
alogically as well as geographically; how they buttressed their pretensions of hereditary,
quasi-feudal precedence with the mercenary mechanisms of Habsburg government; and
how Cusco’s Spanish elite distinguished themselves from peninsulares (and, indeed, Li-
meños); from the middling and lower strata of the Spanish republic; and from the elite
of the Indian.
Dozens of Cusco’s creoles petitioned the crown during Charles II’s reign. Among
the more active was the vecino Juan Francisco Centeno. In 1684 he wrote to king see-
king two encomiendas that had just fallen vacant in the south of the bishopric.65 The
grant would yield some 2,000 pesos a year, and Centeno offered the crown 12,000 pesos
for its possession for two lifetimes. Most of the request was spent detailing Centeno’s ge-
nealogy, and why he merited such a reward. Paternally and maternally, he descended
from conquistadores and Inca princesses: Diego Centeno and doña María Cusichimbo,
and Juan de Truxillo and doña Ynes Chuqui Sisa Ñusta. His ancestors included a foun-
der of Chuquisaca, and he presented documents of tracing the encomienda of Puna
from 1552 to Diego Centeno. So valued was Diego’s service against Gonzalo Pizarro,
that viceroy Toledo himself –the great foe of perpetual encomiendas– granted the Cen-
tenos an extra (third) life in its possession. By Juan Francisco’s time, the encomienda had
passed from the family, and he sought to assure the family’s continued prominence by
purchasing those of Ayaviri and Cupi. He failed in the attempt, and in 1690 again peti-
tioned Madrid. After lamenting the crown’s refusal to give him an encomienda, he
sought to place an entail on his property, to secure the continuation of the «línea recta
de varón de Diego Centeno que sirvió en la conquista».66 This, too, went nowhere, with
the Fiscal of the Consejo de Indias filing it away after observing that it should have been
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sent to the Cámara, not the Consejo. Not to be defeated, in 1691 he wrote Madrid see-
king a license to build a textile obraje on his hacienda at the edge of the city.67 Strikingly,
this petition contained no reference to his illustrious ancestry, and instead argued for the
benefits that the obraje would provide to the Indians of Cusco, first by turning the wool
they produced into inexpensive cloth; and second by providing paid, voluntary labor
with which Indians could pay their tribute. Centeno did, however, offer an extraordi-
nary gift in support of his claim, one that also spoke to his ancestry. On 13 June 1692
when workmen were repairing a fountain in front of the Santa Catalina convent, «se ha-
lló (…) un cántaro de plata de hechura de los antiguos, que en la lengua quechua dicen
urpu. Pesó 138 marcos, que (…) importaron 862p4 reales, en cuyo precio lo vendieron
los oficiales reales a Juan Francisco Centeno, quien lo remitió a su Magestad».68 Cente-
no received permission to found the obraje, which was duly recorded by the Cabildo in
1696.69
Centeno was not alone in reminding Madrid of his illustrious, American ancestry.70
In his, similarly unsuccessful, pursuit of an encomienda Don Juan Felix Palomino Ca-
rrillo de Soto y Valdes pointed to his great-grandfather, don Juan Alonso Palomino,
«uno de los primeros y mas principales de conquistadores pacificadores y pobladores de
estos Reynos y Provincias del Perú como consta de sus historias y corónicas y asimismo
de una real cedula dirixida al Señor Marqués de Mancera»; Juan Alonso had sided with
viceroy Gasca against the Pizarros, and been killed by the rebel Francisco Hernández
Girón.71 Juan Felix Palomino, who was a regidor of the cabildo and the proprietary al-
calde of the Santa Hermandad, also claimed Guayna Cápac as an ancestor, as did other
merced-seeking, Cusqueño creoles.72 The descendants of conquistadores remained the
core of Cusco’s creole elite in the late 17th century, like Don Pablo de Castillo Gallina-
to (Cusco’s alférez real) who sought, and won, a prolongation of his family’s possession
of the encomienda of Asillo in the 1670s. Castillo Gallinato’s great-great grandfather,
Captain Geronimo Costilla, had been on the original campaigns in Chile in the 1530s (as
he noted in his appeal); Castillo Gallinato also offered 7000 pesos to the crown for the
renewal.73
As the cases of Centeno and Castillo Gallinato show, Madrid was open to granting
valuable concessions to Cusco’s conquistador elite; but the crucial qualification was ge-
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nerous payments to the royal coffers, not illustrious ancestry. Juan Felix Palomino is
again illustrative. In the early 1690s he came into serious conflict with Cusco’s bishop,
and the corregidor of the neighboring province of Quispicanchis, over the extent of Pa-
lomino’s jurisdiction as alcalde of the Santa Hermandad. Seeking the intervention of
Lima or Madrid on his behalf, Palomino wrote a series of hyperbolic letters, in which (as
he put it), «la declaración de los carácteres que forman las lineas de esta carta Señor
Ex.mo más es de sangre líquida da por los ojos del alma del intenso dolor del corazón
que de la tinta que la dibuja rrenegrida de la ocación por mi desgracia aunque sin cul-
pa». So rambling and incoherent were the letters that the viceroy ordered Palomino to
stop writing; he then appealed to the Council of Indies which, in 1695, ruled that Palo-
mino’s privileges as alcalde had indeed been violated, «(…) aunque (…) se reconoce el
bullicio de este sujeto». Of note, the Council based its decision entirely on the authority
granted to Palomino when he purchased the office, not on his illustrious ancestry, which
he detailed repeatedly in great length (Indeed, in his «ruina» Palomino consoled himself
with his noble blood, the glorious deeds of his ancestors and their just rewards from the
crown, and bewailed that «me veo perseguido sin causa alguna en las mismas tierras que
mis antepasados ganaron»).74 Still, Cusco’s leading creoles insistently asserted their line-
ages, and the privileges they should bring. Copies of 16th-century concessions, passages
from conquistador chronicles, and local lore of both Incas and Spaniards positioned
them as part of a ruling caste rooted as much in time as in place. Madrid and Lima paid
little attention to this inter-generational history, but it defined Habsburg Cusco as much
as the city’s location between Lima and Potosí. Buttressed by occasional newcomers, in
the late 1600s the elite of Cusco’s Spanish republic remained a group of lineages zealous
of their conquistador ancestry and the privileges they believed it to merit; and formally
the city’s two alcaldes ordinarios had to be «cavalleros que (…) tienen feudo de yn-
dios».75
That Cusco’s encomiendas were increasingly awarded to peninsular grandees eroded
the authority of the old conquistador elite, and did not go unnoted. When appealing for
an encomienda, Centeno had directly bemoaned that «(…) respecto de que los reparti-
mientos de Yndios se hallan encomendados y en los que vacan, preferirse a los que tie-
nen cedulas de merced sin que pueda llegar el caso de obtener los descendientes de los
conquistadores».76 These peninsular encomenderos did not enter into direct competi-
tion with Cusco’s creole elite: for them, the encomienda was simply a pension paid (or
deferred) by the royal treasury in Madrid or Seville. Rather, the passage of encomiendas
from creole aristocrats to absentee peninsulares redirected Cusco’s rents to Spain and ta-
citly confirmed that the crown no longer viewed Cusco’s creole great and mighty as
semi-feudal lords with special jurisdiction over the crown’s Indian vassals. While Cus-
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co’s creoles might consider themselves akin to Andean grandees, to the Council of Indies
and peninsular officials they were irritating, arrogant provincials.
Cusco’s elite also criticized what they saw as the greed of peninsular officers sent to
govern them. Four creole priests, members of the Cathedral chapter, waged a decade
long battle against bishop Manuel Mollinedo, accusing the Madrileño of favoring his co-
rrupt nephews, overlooking their theft of thousands of pesos from the Santa Cruzada
and an illegal reparto of mules.77 The four complained that the bishop was allied with the
(peninsular) corregidor Nuño Espinola, who also had unpaid debts to the Cruzada. Si-
milar complaints by wide swaths of the city’s creole elite about Espinola’s pensinular
successor, Pedro Balvín, further shows anger among local creoles, although in that case
they actively allied with the bishop against the corregidor.78
Descriptions (and complaints) of peninsulares by creoles, and vice-versa, suggest
some broad cultural stereotypes that divided the upper reaches of the Spanish republic.
The bishop and the corregidores were quick to describe Cusco’s creole elite as abusive,
arrogant, and uncouth, interested in maintaining their tyrannical control over the Indian
population rather than pursuing good government and service to the king. In his com-
plaints about his creole opponents in the Cathedral Cabildo, Bishop Manuel wrote to
Madrid with descriptions like «(…) el Dr Diego de Honton asiste muy poco al Coro, y
lo mas de el año se está en unas haziendas que posee en el valle de Oropesa, exercitán-
dose en molestar y agraviar a los miserables Yndios».79 Honton’s fellow chapter member,
Ignacio de Castelvi, instead complained of Manuel’s failure to respect the ethnic hierar-
chies of Cusco, claiming that the bishop had encouraged an Indian with a grievance
against Castelvi to go to his house «(…) y le perdiese el respecto [a Castelvi] con pala-
bras indecorosas»; when Castelvi (appropriately, in his eyes) beat the Indian, the bishop
launched a legal suit against the creole. Such differences in understandings of «proper»
behavior were common between Cusco’s creoles and its elite peninsular officials. Hon-
ton, Castelvi, and their supporters wrote of the decadence of the bishop and his circle,
and how the creole churchmen suffered Manuel’s enmity because they would not attend
his tertulias; similarly, members of Cusco’s Cabildo complained about the moral and fi-
nancial corruption of Balvín.80
In turn, the barbarity of the creoles aroused the contempt of the peninsulares –wit-
ness Mollinedo’s complaints. In 1692 Balvin’s successor, Luis César Scasuola, attempted
to ban the traditional battles between the Inca parishioners of San Cristóbal and others
at the great Inca fortress and parade grounds of Sacsayhuaman. While the battles were
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between Indians, Scasuola lay blame with the city’s Spanish republic, asserting that the
Indian participants were «(…) fomentados de españoles, mulatos, y negros con armas de
fierro de que resultan los muchos daños que se reconocen a más del continuo escándalo
palborozos en grave ofensa de su divina Magestad».81 To Scasuola, the participation
(particularly gambling) of Cusco’s «Spaniards» in the tinkus of its Indian republic sho-
wed a lack of civility, the mirror of Cusqueños’ concerns about their peninsular officials.
Nonetheless, mutual hostility existed amidst interdependence, in which Cusco’s cre-
oles, its bishop and its corregidor depended on shifting alliances among themselves to
maintain their power. The city’s Cabildo made common cause with the bishop in the
1680s to challenge corregidor Balvín; in 1692, when a fight between the Cabildo and co-
rregidor Scasuola involved drawn swords and dangerous words, it was the bishop who
intervened to establish peace.82 In no small part that was because all involved formed the
elite of the Spanish republic, and feared that dissension among themselves would jeo-
pardize their control not only over the Indian republic, but even more so over the mes-
tizo masses of the city, located somewhere on the boundary of the two ethnic republics.
Indeed, unlike Lima’s division between peninsulares and creoles, in Cusco the fault
line within the Spanish republic was between creole and mestizo. The divide was as
much social as genealogical: illustrious creole families proudly boasted their Inca an-
cestry. But across the bishopric, the more «Spanish» of Cusco’s population –the educa-
ted, propertied, and of known, respected ancestry– were quick to distinguish themselves
from those who fell outside Indian society but lacked the marks of Spanish privilege and
status. In the rural highlands creole priests derided the ethnic pretensions of «españoles
de la tierra» among their parishioners.83 As the priest of Macarí (Lampa) put it, «[t]iene
el pueblo de Macarí de españoles hasta cinco o seis todos mestizos que por ser hijos de
yndias y andar con traje de español gozan de ese titulo».84 Such identities were unstable,
depending on the person making the attribution. In the corporate society of colonial
Peru, both urban creoles –with their Cabildos, guilds, and other institutions– and rural
Indians, overwhelmingly affiliated with land-owning ayllus, were easier to locate than
the groups between. In Cusco and the dozen or so other highland cities, mestizaje im-
plied an identity (attributed, and also assumed) that was both popular and urban.85 At-
tempts to categorize these strata, who fell somewhere between the ordered worlds of Ra-
ma’s ciudades letradas and the associations of the Indian parish, betray the identity of
those applying the categories, as they sought to differentiate themselves from those who-
se presence confused the hierarchies of colonial society.
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The Riot of 1698
The elite of Cusco’s Spanish republic thus went far in explaining their understandings of
themselves and the ethnic organization of their city when they turned their attention to
the urban plebe. The responses of the bishop, corregidor, and Cabildo to a riot in early
July, 1698, are illustrative.86 On 30 June the acting corregidor, Don Juan Fernando Cal-
derón de la Barca, received news of a fight between several mestizos, led by Antonio
Cartolín (a gold-thread embroiderer), and four peninsulares recently arrived in the city.
Calderón intervened, but on 3 July Cartolín and his gang set out for the house of one of
the peninsulares, threatening to kill him. Calderón arrested both the mestizos and the
peninsulares, at which Don Diego de Esquivel, a regidor and heir to the Marquesado of
Valleumbroso, called on the corregidor «(…) y me dijo como otros muchos lo aplaudida
que avía sido mi demostración en ygualar la prisión de los mestizos con la de los referi-
dos de España». But in the midst of this conversation Calderón and Esquivel were in-
formed that a mob was assembling in the San Francisco Plaza, demanding the release of
Cartolín and his men. Writing a few weeks later to the viceroy, Calderón complained
that «[e]n medio de este alboroto, y de que estábamos todas las justicias de la ciudad en
la plazuela, no concurrieron como debieran los vecinos ni los mercaderes de esta ciudad,
ni regidores al favor de la justicia y servicio del Rey, en sosegar aquel tumulto (…) por
que los demás escondieron de miedo de la plebe».87 The corregidor had to seek refuge
in the house of a regidor. Trying to calm the situation and spare the corregidor (and ro-
yal authority) the embarrassment of giving in to the crowd, Bishop Manuel arranged a
public reconciliation between the jailed mestizos and peninsulares, after which Calde-
rón displayed royal clemency by releasing all.
For the crowds, the matter appears to have ended there. Within three weeks Cusco
successfully and peacefully celebrated the processions of Santiago, one of its most im-
portant annual events. Both the corregidor and the bishop waited until after the saint’s
day to write to the viceroy in Lima apprising him of the events, by which time they could
assure him that the city was calm. Both blamed the peninsulares and mestizos equally,
and insisted on the pointlessness of pursuing Cartolín and the other mestizo ringleaders,
who had fled to the Indian neighborhoods surrounding the city, «y hasta ahora no he po-
dido encontrar con ninguno por los esconditos y barrancos de que se forman los arra-
bales de esta ciudad». Viceroy Monclova replied in mid-August, thanking the two and
concurring that there was no point in pursuing Cartolín (whose name Monclova igno-
red, «que tuve por ocioso repetir el nombre del Mestizo»). He did, however, insist that
Calderón immediately send the four peninsulares involved to Lima; of one of them,
whom he had met in Lima, the viceory observed «de parecerme ridículo». In December
Monclova wrote to the council of Indies in Madrid to inform them of the events.
Of more interest here than the riot, are the attempts by those reporting to explain
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the events and categorize the participants. By and large, the accounts in Calderón’s and
the bishop’s letters to the viceroy coincide in their descriptions.88 The bishop emphasi-
zed the size and violence of the crowd into which he had sallied, describing it as an «in-
numerable muchedumbre de gente ordinaria, mestizos, cholos e yndios, unos con espa-
das, y dagas desnudas, y otros con palos, hondas, y piedras con gran vocería sin que
entre ellos hubiese hombre de mediana esfera». He also explained that he had only en-
tered into this secular matter because of (unfounded) rumors that the corregidor had
been killed by the mob; otherwise, he praised Calderón’s actions, briefly touched on his
own role in organizing the reconciliation between the prisoners, and stressed that order
had been restored.
The corregidor’s account is the most detailed. To him, the conflict was decidedly
between mestizo artisans (Cartolín, another silversmith, and «otros seis mestizos»), and
the four peninsulares. For the latter he used the honorific «don», although his letter in-
dicated an absence of respect. Calderón was explicit in understanding the conflict as an
American-peninsular contretemps; he asserted that he had arrested both groups «para
executar lo que conviniese a corregirlos y evitar el nombre de Guampos (con pues lla-
man a los de España) y de mestizos con que andaban ynquietos, con cuya demostración
no podían tener los zelos que les pudiera causar la desigualdad de corregirlos». This
conscious assertion of mestizo and peninsular equality attracted the approving notice of
the city’s creole elite, although not sufficiently (according to Calderón) to bring them to
active defense of royal order. The corregidor did praise the Marquise de Valleumbroso,
who with his men offered to remove rioters from the churches (a violation of sanctuary
that the corregidor politely refused); and emphasized the marquise’s «enojo de ver aque-
lla muchedumbre». Throughout, Calderón stressed that the muchedumbre was a «mo-
ción de los mestizos,» with the crowd at San Francisco composed of «cholos, yndios y
mestizos que no podíamos distinguirnos los pocos referidos,» who shouted «mueran,
mueran todos los guampos». In this they were egged on by «algunos frailes de San Fran-
cisco … y algunos clérigos de este país». Crediting the bishop for his efforts to end the
riot, he concurred that all had calmed down, and that «todo este tumulto se compuso de
mestizos, cholos, y yndios no conocidos sin familias ni casas que puedan señelárseles
siendo así, que la mayor vecindad de esta ciudad se compone de personas de estos naci-
mientos con caudales, oficios, comercios y casas propias, y así no me dio tanto cuidado».
Even if they had not helped assert royal authority, the respectable people of Cusco had
shunned the riot, suggesting no cause for concern.
Only here –half way through his report– did Calderón raise the question of «criolli-
dad». Remarking that the mestizo prisoners had attempted «autorizar su desvergüenza
solictando con el nombre de criollos el afecto de las personas de mas estimación entre
ellos,» the corregidor was attempting to suppress the use of «criollo» and «guampo». He
had also decided not to implement the viceroy’s order that, in the fiesta of the Sainted
Name of Mary on 8 July, the militia of the merchants’ guild march in the procession.
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Cusco’s Limeño and peninsular residents were concentrated in long-distance trade, and
Calderón argued that the resumption of this custom –after fifteen years of disuse and in
response to agitation by the merchants, would cause considerable upset among «la no-
bleza y los demas vecinos principales de esta ciudad». The response of these leading ve-
cinos had been heartening: «descubrí el buen animo de toda la ciudad, y que no tenían
abrigo los que formaron el tumulto, ni cuerpo ninguno en lo principal de los vecinos na-
turales de esta ciudad, el odioso nombre de Guampos, ni de criollos, y así para contener
la pleve solo hice echar un bando (…)». As a result, both the fiesta of Mary and that of
Santiago a few weeks later had passed without incident.
The corregidor closed with an explanation of why Cusco’s ethnic composition made
it prey to such tumults. As large as Lima, Cusco was nonetheless very different, «de ser
aquí los que la componen [a la ciudad] Yndios y mestizos, y los españoles así criollos
como de España poquíssimos». Unlike Lima, Cusco had few blacks and mulattoes, ens-
laved or free. The economy was ethnically divided, with the Spanish republic in control
of long-distance trade, the Indian dominating local. The corregidor had no army with
which to control the city, and with the constant flow of Indians and mestizos to and from
the countryside, little way of enforcing order –a problem compounded by the reluctan-
ce of Cusqueños to condemn mestizos to punishment in penal workhouses, and the «yn-
conveniente de azotar en esta ciudad a un español». Exile from the city, and transporta-
tion to Lima, were impracticable, the former because those removed quickly returned;
the latter for the expense and difficulty. Nonetheless, Calderón insisted, all was presently
quiet and the viceroy need take no action.
The viceroy accepted both the broad explanation (that «la inquietad no la ocasiona-
ron otros sino lo mas vajo de la pleve de esa ciudad»), and the corregidor’s tactful reso-
lution of matters.89 Monclova also addressed head-on the tensions between criollos and
peninsulares, referring back to a letter he had received about events during holy week,
when on Good Friday «salió una companía que alistó la devoción acompañando el San-
to Sepulcro, y por accidente o por necesidad, no se dio lugar en ella a ninguno de los
Mozos de la tierra». The viceroy criticized Calderón for not including mention of this
–and the grievance it caused– in his report, and also questioned why the corregidor had
allowed such a divided company to march. As Monclova put it, there was to be no «dis-
tinción de españoles nacidos en España o en estas Indias, y no solo en estas dos clases
que es una misma nación, sino de los Mestizos, por que aunque a la verdad lo sean con
este nombre porque sean hijos de españoles y de India, no se les debe llamar vulgar-
mente así, pues ninguno se aprecia si no es de Español, y en las listas del Rey asi pagadas
como de milicias de esta ciudad, y en todo el reyno se alistan como tales, por ser mucha
razón que hayan cuerpo unido con todas (…)». Monclova affirmed a Limeño ethnic dis-
tinction: «no se deven suponer mas distinciones de militares en estos reynos que la de es-
pañoles en que entran los tres géneros referidos incorporados sin distinción alguna. Los
Yndios es la segunda distinción. La tercera los pardos o mulatos. Y la quarta los negros».
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As a result, the viceroy approved Calderón’s attempts in July to stress equality of treat-
ment for the mestizo and peninsular disputants, «para que aquellos reconociessen que
en quien gobierna, no hay nación, ni distinción de nacimiento».
When Monclava’s letter arrived in Cusco in early September (two months after the
riots), the cabildo was finally moved to address the events, and offered the viceroy a
slightly different interpretation.90 While the regidores praised Calderón (acknowledging
the bishop’s role but giving credit to the corregidor), they insisted that Portocarrero and
the other peninsulares were «hombres quietos y de buen proceder», and laid all blame
with «la plebe» of the city and in particular «quarto sujetos entre ellos a un Antonio lla-
mado Cartolín de malas costumbres». The creoles of the Cabildo saw as the cause of the
violence that «(…) mantenían los yndios (…) el aliento de alborotarse en la menor pen-
dencia que ofrecía (…)». They further blamed the ringleaders for repeatedly trying to
reignite the unrest, «que con armas de fuego y en diferentes quadrillas pasearon repeti-
das veces las calles públicas y aun las plazas motivando a los de limitado discurso a ame-
drentarse persuadidos a que fomentaban nuevo tumulto». They praised the corregidor
for his efforts «de buscarlos repetidas ocaciones en distintos barrios y conventos acom-
pañado de las demás justicias y personas principales de la ciudad»; while these efforts
had not yielded Cartolín, they had tamped out any further displays of unrest. Closing
with further praise of Calderón, the Cabildo did not suggest any actions to the viceroy;
rather, their letter served as a corrective to what they saw as the unjust attribution of at
least partial blame to the four peninsulares. No further correspondence on the matter
took place between Cusco and Lima, and when the viceroy’s report arrived in Seville
more than a year after the events, it was simply archived. Urban riots were a common oc-
currence in the European world; if anything, Spanish American cities were generally pa-
cific –the contemporaneous conflagrations of Mexico City notwithstanding– and the
council of Indies had no reason to intervene in a handily defused episode.91
In grappling with how to characterize the riot, the authors of various accounts sho-
wed the diverse understandings of ethnic identity within the Spanish republic’s elite. Of
the accounts from Cusco, several differences stand out. First is the categorization of Car-
tolín, his associates, and the rioters generally. The Madrileño bishop who had lived in
Cusco for two decades, and the corregidor –a well-respected judge of the Lima audien-
cia– labeled them as mestizos, in which the Spanish grandee who had served as viceroy
for a decade, but never ventured out of coastal Lima, concurred. Calderón went so far
as to locate Cartolín in the city’s artisanal class, as a tirador de oro; among his associates
was a silversmith, a position of standing in the community. Indeed, Calderón relayed
that Cartolín and others had referred to themselves as criollos, an attribution that Cal-
derón rejected. And while the corregidor repeatedly referred to Cartolín by name, the
viceroy consciously declined to do so in his response («me parece ocioso nombrarle»),
instead naming in detail all of the peninsulares and suggesting the ethnic hierarchy of
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when royal government took note. However, writing to Madrid in December when he
forwarded the accounts, Monclova did refer to the leader explicitly, as «Antonio Carto-
lín mestizo official de tirador de oro,» who had acted «con otros mestizos de su igual».
In its September response, the cabildo –the city’s entrenched creole aristocracy– had
also named Cartolín, but grudgingly, as «un Antonio llamado Cartolín de malas costum-
bres». Never does the Cabildo refer to any of the rioters as mestizo. Rather, for them the
riot betrayed the intemperance and incivility of the city’s Indian masses. In contrast, the
bishop, corregidor, and viceroy stressed the more mixed nature of the crowds, concu-
rring that it was the «plebe» that was responsible but viewing the city’s masses as «mes-
tizos, cholos, e indios». Indeed, while «indios» appear in the general descriptions of the
riotous masses offered by the peninsular officials, the emphasis is invariably on the mes-
tizos who incited them and the peninsulares whose misbehavior provoked the whole af-
fair. The difference is significant: for the Cabildo, the riot was a matter of the Indian re-
public; for peninsular officials, it was a product of an urban «gente ordinaria» that made
trouble under mestizo leadership.
All conceded that one group involved had clearly belonged to the Spanish republic,
although in their treatment of the four peninsulares the accounts diverge. Calderón
made clear that they bore some responsibility. The initial dispute between the mestizos
and peninsulares had occurred on 30 June; while the corregidor offered no details, he re-
ported that on that evening «aunque me ynforme de los leves motivos con que se yn-
quietaron los Mestizos, corregí agramente a los mozos referidos que son de España».
That the corregidor then imprisoned the peninsulares, and complained of them to the
viceroy, suggests his suspicion. The viceroy clearly concurred, both mocking one of the
peninsulares for his pretensions, and ordering that all four be sent to Lima. The bishop,
while again not elaborating, also blamed the events on a disagreement equally shared
among the mestizos and peninsulares. Only Cusco’s creole Cabildo sided whole-hear-
tedly with the peninsulares, viewing them as the innocent victims of the city’s popular
(Indian) classes. The Cabildo presented itself a bastion of the Spanish republic in an un-
ruly Indian land, in which humble peninsulares were equally part of the Spanish colonial
presence, and deserved respect and sympathetic treatment from royal government. In
contrast, the peninsular officials were quick to draw a distinction between educated and
well-born peninsulares like themselves, in America to serve the King, and fortune-see-
king Spaniards whose ambition and pretensions threatened the tenuous peace.
Third, the corregidor was firm in his criticism of Cusco’s creole elite, who had failed
to rally to the corregidor’s side. He accused them only of tending to their own safety and
property –although, in passing, he did accuse the creole members of the Franciscan
community of inciting the crowd’s anti-peninsular rage. But certainly the hero of his ver-
sion was their oft-times adversary, the peninsular, fiercely royalist bishop. In turn, the
bishop credited Calderón and largely ignored the Cabildo. In its belated letter to the vi-
ceroy, the Cabildo also ignored the question of its role –dealing with not yet having writ-
ten to the viceroy about the riot by asserting its assumption that Calderón had done so–
and, after praising the corregidor, used the opportunity to stress the untrustworthiness
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of the Indian masses. Their letter confirms the general impression of the corregidor and
bishop, that creole Cusco and its local government had largely chosen the role of bys-
tander during the city’s tumult, and instead relied on royal government to reestablish or-
der.
While at the heart of the conflict was tension within the Spanish republic, the co-
rregidor, viceroy, and Cabildo addressed it quite differently. The (creole) Cabildo denied
it, and redefined the issue as a Spanish-Indian conflict. For the viceroy, the issue was
part of a larger creole-peninsular conflict; confirming him in his view was Calderón’s fai-
lure to inform him of the tensions at Easter surrounding an all-peninsular company in
the processions. Monclova simply affirmed that no difference between peninsulares and
creoles was to be recognized, and criticized the corregidor for using the term «mestizo»
which –although Monclova acknowledged its accuracy in describing parentage– was, to
his ears, insulting. To Calderón fell the task of trying to explain to the viceroy that Cus-
co was quite different from Lima. The issue was not one of size –Calderón estimated that
Cusco was larger than Lima– but rather of the ethnic composition. Peninsulares, and
even creoles, were few; Afro-Peruvians rare indeed; and the great mass of the population
either mestizo or Indian. Thus, the categories and strategies of government needed to be
different than in the coastal capital. Monclova proved deaf to Calderón’s explanations,
reiterating an understanding of the legal and actual divisions of colonial society that per-
tained in Lima, but not in the highlands.
In the end, Monclova’s and Calderón’s differences were unimportant. The royal pre-
sence was so weak in Cusco that the viceroy and audiencia were reluctant (and often
unable) to intervene. But the different interpretations of the actors in 1698 expose again
the instability of colonial ethnic categories that Adorno, Cope, and others have noted. If
genealogically terms like peninsular (or guampo), criollo, mestizo and indio were all
well-defined, their usage and significance varied situationally. For creole Cusqueños in
the late seventeenth century, being Spanish was absolutely essential to their identity; so
too was being Andean. In Cusco itself –one of the largest highland cities with an overw-
helmingly Andean population– Spanish-ness received emphasis, with creoles insisting
on the preeminence and privileges of the conquering ethnicity. In processions, profes-
sions, the church, even the street, Spanish blood brought precedence; it also produced
a degree of cohesion among creole Cusqueños, as when the Cabildo rallied to defend
four middling peninsulares to whom the corregidor and bishop sought to assign blame
for local unrest. However, when they needed to assert their local preeminence to royal
government in Spain, creole Cusqueños were more likely to stress their deep ties to the
Andes, both genealogically as descendants of conquistadores and Inca royalty, and cul-
turally, as better able to understand (and rule) the indigenous population.
In the late 18th century criollismo became deeply politicized. If «criollo» was a clear
category to peninsular governors in the 1690s, by the 1790s it was a category of self-iden-
tity to Spaniards born in the Americas. The expulsion of the Jesuits, the assertion of pe-
ninsular authority in the Audiencias, the North American war of independence and the
French and Haitian revolutions, all produced a profound reordering of political thought
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in Spanish America, and an increasing antagonism toward Spain among creole intellec-
tuals. The clear creole identity that was strong in the Church by the late 16th century
–one that defined itself antagonistically against peninsulares– had moved to secular so-
ciety. Enlightenment criollismo, especially in Mexico but also in Lima, combined a de-
cidedly historicist element in asserting creole claims to pre-hispanic political authority,
with an overt racism that based authority in an ethnic purity.92 Cusco joined in this trend,
although its anti-peninsular sentiment remained pro-monarchic and distinctly neo-Inca.
Cusco criollismo remained genealogical, an assertion of authority and identity based not
only in place, but in ancestry and historical continuity. Indeed, the obsession with gene-
alogy among Cusco’s «creole patriots» –above all Túpac Amaru II’s insistence on his
Inca lineage, and also the selection of a creole Inca by the 1805 conspirators– carries
over from a secular Habsburg criollismo that defined itself less by being anti-peninsular,
than by its combined Spanish and Andean privilege.93 In part the differences between
coastal and highland criollismo reflect demographic realities: in Cusco, the peninsular
and creole portion of the Spanish republic (already tiny in comparison to the Indian)
was so small that the reproduction of Spanish privilege depended on unity, while in
Lima that reproduction was so assured that the question of creole or peninsular domi-
nance became relevant. But also at play is a particular understanding of location in
which temporal position was as significant as geographical. Cusco’s small creole elite
constantly sought to reassert its dominance through both its privileged ties to Spain ge-
nerally, and its peculiar historical position in the Andes. The result was a criollismo not
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